Sara sits on the deck in an Adirondack chair, Rose curled like a caterpillar in her lap, and looks out over woods and fields that have been drained of color by the fading evening light. She had thought nothing could be worse than the endless darkness of a Maine winter, the nights that began in early afternoon and held on through morning. But now, with the long light of spring and the cruel trick of daylight savings, she feels that the unending days piling on top of one another cannot pass quickly enough.

Rose nestles her head into the hollow of Sarah’s collarbone and works her thumb into her mouth. Sarah and Zane had talked about breaking Rose of the thumb-sucking habit before kindergarten started, and now here it is nearly the end of the school year. As far as Sarah is concerned now, Rose can go to college sucking her thumb if it makes her feel better.

“Batty,” Rose mumbles around her thumb, arranging a limp piece of dark cloth over her legs. Zane had sat at Sarah’s sewing machine every evening for weeks before Rose’s birth, employing his seventh-grade home economics skills in turning a frayed brown towel into the beloved Batty. Rose’s “security batlet,” as Sarah and Zane had liked to call Batty, has grown tattered over his six years of life. Once a year, Zane had run poor Batty through the washing machine, stitched and patched his tears and worn spots, and added a new layer of wool stuffing to his belly. Batty is about due for another overhaul, but Sarah isn’t sure she has the heart to take on the project.

Rose’s dark eyes stare up at the sky, waiting for the first bats of the season to take wing. It is late, and Rose should have been asleep an hour ago; but she had slipped out of bed and found Sarah gazing at the
devoured her meager salary as an assistant at the public library, and she can’t handle the maintenance by herself. Over the winter, friends had helped, dropping off loads of split wood and plowing the driveway, and the neighbor had promised to mow the fields this summer; but she can’t depend on other people’s charity, their pity, forever. Yet she can’t bear the thought of putting the house on the market and finding another place to live. With her income, they would have to live in a trailer if they stay in the countryside, or an apartment hacked out of a decrepit house if they move into town. She doesn’t want to take Rose out of her home and possibly her school so soon after losing Zane.

“Is Papa up with the stars?” Rose asks.

“Part of Papa might be up there someday,” Sarah says, thinking about the speed of light, thermodynamics, and conservation of matter and energy, wishing she had paid more attention in physics, wishing Zane was there to explain. He’d had tireless patience for answering Rose’s questions, even at the stage where every sentence she uttered began with “why.” He always gave her thorough, scientific explanations, even offering competing hypotheses. “Why that rock?” Rose would ask, and Zane would launch into an account of glaciers, the uplifting of mountain ranges, the movement of tectonic plates, the formation of the earth, the Big Bang.

Sarah, who had read every child-rearing book her library stocked, admonished him, “It’s too much information. You’re going to confuse her.”

It would be easier, she thought, just to say, “Because God put it there.” She was sure three-year-old curiosity had led to the invention of the first deity. Anything to stem the tide of questions. Sarah didn’t resort to religious explanations, but Zane teased her when she launched into magical speculation, based on whatever fairytales she and Rose were reading at the time.

“Maybe a troll lives under that rock,” she would say, and Zane would smile and spin them both into his arms.

“Ian the world magical enough, without making stuff up about it?” he would ask, and Sarah could feel his joy running over her own skin. It made her forgive him, almost, for making fun of her spiritual beliefs.

“What does that even mean, you’re ‘spiritual but not religious’?” he had once asked.
"That I believe in something bigger than myself," she tried to explain.
"Well, of course, there are lots of things bigger than you," he said.
"That tree, this mountain, rivers, oceans, the earth. But you don't need to believe in those things. You can see them with your own eyes."
"I mean a greater power," Sarah responded, frustrated he wasn't taking her seriously.
"Like gravity? Solar radiation? The power of water to wear away rocks? The orbit of the planets?"
She had struggled to explain what she meant. Not God, exactly. Not a man on a throne with a beard and white robe but an energy, a beneficence in the world. But if she used that word, "beneficence," Zane would remind her of children killed by a bomb, a village flattened by a tsunami, an outbreak of cholera, whatever terrible tragedy had struck the world that week.
"The universe doesn't give a damn about you, baby," he would say.
She had always thought his attitude was arrogant. How could he be so sure? And why couldn't he have his beliefs, or non-beliefs, and leave her to hers? Then he died, and she saw he was right. The universe didn't give a damn about her, or Zane, or Rose.

In the days after his death, numb with shock and moving as if suspended in Jello, she had agreed to her in-laws' offer to handle Zane's funeral arrangements. They held the service in their church, complete with gospel, psalms, and hymns. Sarah had sat in the front pew with Rose on her lap, wishing for an old-fashioned black veil to hide her shame at having betrayed Zane's most passionate convictions.

After the service, Sarah stood in a corner of the church rectory, as Zane's distant aunts and cousins came up to her, their paper plates heaped with finger-rolls, coleslaw, and cheap cookies, and told her, "He is with God," or, "He's moved on to a better place." Zane's parents stood nearby, his mother dabbing her eyes with a wadded Kleenex. They smiled and thanked the well-wishers. Sarah shook with anger. She hated these people, with their simplistic, childish beliefs, who had named their son after a writer of third-rate westerns. You didn't know him at all! she railed in her mind. They did not know her Zane, who, when he climbed to the top of a mountain or picked up a tiny green beetle, would say, "Why would anyone want to believe in the afterlife when real life is so incredible?"
“Grandma says he’s up there,” Rose says.

Of course her mother-in-law would tell Rose Zane was in heaven, even if she had always told her heathen son he was going to go to hell for leaving the church. Sarah wishes Zane were here now, to explain to Rose about decomposition and the nutrient cycle. They would probably end up singing, “The worms crawl in, the worms crawl out, the worms play pinochle on your snout.”

“Right now Papa’s becoming part of the plants and animals that live on Mount Battie,” Sarah says.

It had been Rose’s idea to spread Zane’s ashes on a mountain in the Camden Hills that the three of them had hiked the previous summer, just weeks before the accident. Rose had thought the mountain was named after her stuffed bat, and Sarah couldn’t think of a better plan. She and Zane had never discussed what they wanted to happen to their remains, not expecting death to come so soon.

“Mostly, though, he lives on in the people he loved, like you and me,” Sarah says and then adds, grudgingly, “and Grandma and Grandpa.”

“And the bats, too?” Rose asks. “He loved the bats, didn’t he?”

“And the bats,” Sarah says, her voice a cracked whisper. Zane had loved the bats. He loved them as the rebels of the mammal world, the only furred creatures to have cracked the code of flying that otherwise belonged only to the realm of insects and birds and a few prehistoric reptiles. He loved them even though—or maybe because—most people feared and reviled them. Zane had lived for the bats, and died trying to save them.

Sarah buries her nose in the top of Rose’s head. Her hair smells like sand and dust and something sweet. How do you tell a six-year-old that an entire family of animals is going extinct before her eyes? Sarah has already had to tell her daughter the worst thing imaginable. She cannot bring herself to add another burden to the girl’s tiny heart.

“Mama?” Rose whispers. Her voice rises in excitement, “Mama, look. Look out there!”

Sarah lifts her face from the girl’s head, blinking the tears out of her eyes. It can’t be bats. Even if they’re out there, it’s too dark now to see them. Rose leaps off her lap and runs across the deck, and Sarah follows behind, looking out over the field. Tiny lights wink against the blackness. Fireflies. They always come out at the time of year when the days last the longest. Rose has never been awake late enough to see them before.